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“Poison Apple is a brilliantly paced thriller that leaves the audience 
guessing until it’s truly surprising ending…” 
 

 
 
"Paul and Jerry are homosexuals and it’s one of the loveliest things 
about the play just how little of a statement is being made about that	  
fact on stage, and rather is used as more of a Hitchockian plot device. 
It allows an attraction	  between the two characters which builds a 
tension that is both sexual and off-center."	  
	  

 
 

This	  psychological	  thriller	  paints	  the	  complex	  landscape	  of	  the	  
human	  condition	  with	  outstanding	  empathy,	  and	  brutal	  honesty.	  
Overall	  Poison	  Apple	  left	  me	  more	  in	  touch	  with	  my	  own	  humanity	  
by	  the	  end	  of	  the	  play	  and	  wondering	  where	  the	  true	  poison	  in	  the	  
proverbial	  apple	  lies.	  
	  

 
 
“It is productions like Poison Apple, written by and starring Sean 
Galuszka, that thrill us to know-- the Fringe is back in town… Rich 
banter, a flowing story line, suspense, and ghoulish, unnerving 
outcomes create a drama that never has you looking at your watch.” 
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It would be so easy to hate a killer right? If you think you can answer that question, 
go see Sean Galuszka's newest work Poison Apple. His psychological new thriller 
is part of the New York International Fringe Festival, and for a good reason; it’s a 
great work about the inner psyches of two men. 

The play opens when Jerry drops in 
unexpectedly on Paul. Paul is a tightly wound 
man with OCD; he's the complete opposite of 
Jerry, a free nomadic vagabond. The next 75 
minutes is like a tension-filled match of 
tennis, as these two go back and forth and 
leave us wondering who the real "bad" guy 
is. But even when it's revealed, we don't get 
to disconnect. Galuszka brilliantly paints 
these two men as likable and compassionate. 

We never get to hate anyone, which is a tremendous feat for Galuszka. His skill is 
top-notch and left me feeling much like I did after seeing Edward Albee's The 
Goat. 
So is there a "bad" guy? Well, that's up to the audience to decide for ourselves. But 
in the middle of this mystery, something unexpected happens: A very weird love 
story unfolds between Jerry and Paul. 
Christopher Sams plays Paul with stellar talent. He makes Paul funny, yet 
vulnerable as the piece goes on. His ability to be both likable and scary is amazing. 
But his honesty as Paul stands out the most. We understand his feelings of 
bitterness, isolation, and betrayal so well, that we fall in love with him.  Galuszka 
plays the free-spirited yet mysterious and vague Jerry well. When these two men 
bare their souls and find a connection, in the most unlikely of places and 
circumstances, we get swelled up and root for these two to find their bliss in each 
others' arms. 
Director Susan Lambert understands the deep needs of love and companionship 
within the play and gets perfectly pitched performances from her actors. This 
psychological thriller paints the complex landscape of the human condition with 
outstanding empathy, and brutal honesty. Overall Poison Apple left me more in 
touch with my own humanity by the end of the play and wondering where the true 
poison in the proverbial apple lies.
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THEATER IS EASY       
by Jason Rost on 8.19.12

 
 
With the East Coast premiere of Sean Galuszka’s psychological thriller Poison 
Apple, we get a contemporary New York play from California theatremakers 134 
West -- just another of the varied backstories to each production at the New York 
International Fringe Festival. Directed by Susan Lambert, this debut production by 
New York-state native Galuszka has the authenticity of a strange New York 
encounter. However, Galuszka’s Hell’s Kitchen setting is not only representative 
of an iconic New York apartment but serves as a tinder box for his two characters 
Paul (Christopher Sams) and Jerry (Galuszka) to inhabit throughout an intense, if 
not overly macabre, 95 minutes. 
 
Lambert opens the play with a long rendition of a slightly obscure version of 
“Some Day My Prince Will Come” from Snow White, one of many references to 
the allegorical namesake of the play Galuszka peppers (with the top off the shaker) 
throughout. After a prank pretending to be the police, Jerry maneuvers his way into 
Paul’s apartment. A stranger to Paul -- who is armed with cleaning gloves and a 
bottle of watered down bleach -- Jerry looks like a worn character asking for 
money at Port Authority complete with an oversized backpack. Jerry’s demeanor 
and tired look plays into Galuszka’s overriding device of appearance versus reality 
in the play. It turns out Jerry is just there to see his best friend, a young woman 
with relationship issues, who happens to be Paul’s roommate. The situation grows 
eerie when she is unable to be reached by Jerry. 
 
Paul and Jerry are homosexuals and it’s one of the loveliest things about the play 
just how little of a statement is being made about that fact on stage, and rather is 



used as more of a Hitchockian plot device. It allows an attraction between the two 
characters which builds a tension that is both sexual and off-center. Galuszka does 
an admirable job creating a constant atmosphere that something is severely wrong, 
but not always knowing exactly why. He puts the audience in the proverbial frog-
boiling pot, which is made reference to more than once by Paul. 
 
One of the more remarkable elements to the play is just how much the audience 
can predict what is going to happen in the play, yet questions itself more than once. 
Lambert’s direction is perhaps overly straightforward in that the ending is being 
played almost constantly throughout. Scenes of Jerry and Paul having tea and 
flirting casually come off creepy rather than allowing the audience to get 
comfortable before certain revelations are made. The dialogue attempts to remain 
inconsequential despite a couple glaring plot setups. Lambert also makes an 
unfortunate mistake of staging her actors behind furniture through much of the 
play, hampering our ability to connect humanly to Jerry and Paul. 
 
All the while, I’ll still admit that Galuszka got my heart pounding more than once. 
He tells us that the story is based on true events in New York City. This wasn’t a 
reference check I was willing to embark on sitting in my apartment alone later that 
evening after seeing this darkly comic “B movie” of a play.  
 
(Poison Apple plays at the Connelly Theatre, 220 East 4th Street, through August 
19, 2012. Remaining performances are August 19th at 12PM. Tickets are $15 in 
advance and $18 at the door. To purchase tickets visit fringenyc.org.) 
 
 



 
FULL REVIEWS – WORLD PREMIERE 2011  
 
BACKSTAGE 
http://www.backstage.com/bso/reviews-la-theatre/poison-apple-1005257022.story 
Reviewed	  by	  Les	  Spindle	  	  
June 29, 2011  
	  

Sean	  Galuszka's	  psychological	  
drama,	  inspired	  by	  a	  true	  
story,	  takes	  an	  unnerving	  look	  
at	  ennui	  and	  paranoia	  in	  the	  
modern	  urban	  jungle.	  His	  one-‐
act	  play	  focuses	  on	  the	  
harrowing	  interactions	  
between	  two	  characters	  
grappling	  with	  myriad	  
insecurities	  and	  fears	  of	  
emotional	  commitment.	  
Driven	  by	  dark	  humor,	  the	  
script	  seems	  less	  the	  thriller	  
that	  Galuszka	  apparently	  
intended	  than	  a	  smartly	  

observed	  portrait	  of	  an	  unusual	  relationship	  between	  two	  social	  misfits.	  Think	  "Midnight	  
Cowboy"	  sprinkled	  with	  a	  dash	  of	  "What	  Ever	  Happened	  to	  Baby	  Jane?"	  
	  
Paul	  (Chris	  Sams),	  an	  emotionally	  repressed	  gay	  man	  who	  toils	  as	  a	  telephone	  bill	  collector,	  
encounters	  a	  surprise	  visitor	  one	  night.	  Jerry	  (Galuszka),	  who	  loudly	  bangs	  on	  the	  door	  of	  
Paul's	  Hell's	  Kitchen	  apartment,	  understandably	  makes	  Paul	  tense.	  Yet	  Paul	  allows	  Jerry	  in,	  
discovering	  that	  the	  uninvited	  guest	  is	  trying	  to	  find	  Paul's	  female	  roommate.	  Ominous	  
undertones	  are	  sprinkled	  amid	  Jerry's	  seemingly	  casual	  conversation.	  As	  a	  homoerotic	  cat-‐
and-‐mouse	  game	  evolves,	  all	  bets	  are	  off	  as	  to	  who	  is	  doing	  what	  to	  whom,	  and	  why.	  
	  
Under	  Susan	  Lambert's	  direction,	  the	  actors	  hold	  our	  interest	  with	  smartly	  nuanced	  
characterizations,	  illuminating	  the	  seductive	  and	  less-‐attractive	  sides	  of	  the	  individuals	  in	  
this	  odd	  couple.	  Galuszka's	  script	  allows	  the	  tension	  to	  build	  gradually—a	  bit	  too	  gradually.	  
Though	  the	  play	  runs	  only	  about	  75	  minutes,	  the	  setup	  takes	  too	  long,	  leading	  one	  to	  
wonder	  if	  the	  story	  is	  heading	  anywhere.	  Too	  much	  of	  the	  small	  talk	  sounds	  circuitous.	  The	  
playwright	  continually	  plants	  subtle	  clues	  and	  a	  few	  blatant	  red	  herrings.	  During	  the	  first	  
three-‐quarters	  of	  the	  play,	  we	  know	  too	  little	  about	  what	  any	  of	  the	  veiled	  implications	  
mean	  to	  find	  the	  chitchat	  consistently	  engaging.	  Also,	  the	  "Snow	  White"	  symbolism	  
becomes	  a	  bit	  heavy-‐handed.	  Still,	  Galuszka's	  knack	  for	  writing	  sly	  dialogue	  and	  
idiosyncratic	  characters	  is	  impressive,	  and	  the	  piece	  is	  ultimately	  affecting.	  Tightening	  and	  
sharper	  focusing	  could	  make	  this	  tart	  apple	  a	  lot	  tastier.	  
	  
Presented	  by	  134	  West	  and	  Dancing	  Barefoot	  Productions	  at	  the	  Celebration	  Theatre,	  7051B	  
Santa	  Monica	  Blvd.,	  Hollywood.	  June	  22	  &	  Aug.	  9–17.	  Tue.–Wed.,	  8	  p.m.	  (323)	  957-1884.	  
www.celebrationtheatre.com.	  (For	  additional	  performance	  times,	  text	  "poison"	  to	  41411.) 
 

 



FRONTIERS MAGAZINE 
http://www.frontiersla.com/Entertainment/Theater-Reviews/Story.aspx?ID=1460255	  
 

 
Poison Apple 
 
No good can come of a violent rapping at the door, but when that door pops open to reveal the 
adorably scruffy Jerry (Sean Galuszka), well, allowances must be made. Jerry is in Manhattan to 
meet up with his old friend Sharon, but instead meets her new and quite recent roommate, Paul 
(Chris Sams), who seems like a dream since he’s shaved, lean and has the cleaning instincts of a 
mother cat with chemical access. He’s but an earring away from adorning a household cleanser 
bottle. Discussions ensue, as they must when strangers are thrust together in unnatural 
circumstances, and that, dear reader, is the play. There are assumptions. There are 
misunderstandings. There is tea. 
Director Susan Lambert keeps a tight lid on the pot as the heat is applied—I am completely 
stealing this image from the script, just so you know—and does a fine job in keeping the 
proceedings on track. The histrionics, such as they are, are nicely constrained so that we get the 
tension without suddenly finding ourselves in True West territory. (Oh, how certain I am I’ll be 
beamed by a flying utensil every time I see that play.) A fight scene (Galuszka on choreography) 
begins nicely, but ends up behind the couch, which is the same set-up as too many comic fight 
scenes to pass unremarked. Lambert fully appreciates the appeal of watching two males prowl 
around each other and presents the growly little spectacle in masterful fashion. Ebbing. Flowing. 
Snarling. Snapping. It’s all there. Why, there’s even a little bit of territory-marking at the top of 
the show. 
My notes on the show are remarkably spotty because once the evening begins there’s no turning 
away from it. The conversations roam from the exploratory to the mildly disturbing and never 
leave what resembles the truth far behind. Galuszka has an affable quality and it seems utterly 
believable that he’s just drifted into this urban environment of missed messages and nebulous 
mysteries. The almost mechanical qualities of Sams’ performance (and I mean mechanical in the 
best way possible) make an apt counterpoint, a character who has been in the city perhaps a tad 
too long. The only quibble I have with Galuszka’s otherwise compelling script is that early on he 
not only tips his hand, he essentially spreads his cards out on the table, cocks his eyebrow at us 
and asks if we’re interested in remaining in the game regardless. Of course, we are. I don’t know 



that he meant to do this, however, as other clues are doled out during the course of the evening as 
if he didn’t realize he was being redundant. The inexorable appeal of the piece is in watching the 
characters come to grips with what’s going on—despite the fact we’re a couple of steps ahead of 
them. The whole is contained in a scant 70 minutes, none of which are wasted or frivolous. One 
leaves with a rather skewed appreciation of the sentiment ‘Charity begins at home.’ —Wenzel 
Jones 
 
LA THEATER REVIEW 
http://www.latheatrereview.com/2011/08/11/poison-apple-at-space-916/ 
Poison Apple at Space 916 
by Tony Bartolone 

Poison Apple is a twisty little play about two strangers 
that becomes progressively stranger. Seemingly 
innocent anecdotes are woven into an increasingly 
suspicious situation as Jerry (Sean Galuszka) meets 
Paul (Chris Sams), and they develop an endearing 
rapport with one another. An unexpected love story is 
what draws the audience like flies into a spider’s web 
of what lies beneath all the playful banter and nervous 
affection. An unsettling conclusion sneaks up on us as 
the weight of reality forces the odd encounter to a tense 
conclusion. 
Ultimately, the story succeeds in its deliberately slow 
pace with payoffs both big and small. Every amusing 
and intriguing little anecdote, while apparently 
unimportant to the plot at the time, connects metaphors 
throughout the play. Contemporary audiences often 
struggle with slow-paced shows. But the time we spend 
with these people, though not jam-packed with exciting 
plot points, is rewarded in the culmination that does not 
leave behind or disregard the dialogue that laid all the 
ground work. What the crowd is left with is an 
appetizing, psychologically stimulating conversation 
piece. The play is alternately charming and disturbing. 
Perhaps the most remarkable achievement here is 
personalizing a nationally broadcast news story. Based 
on true tragic events that took place in New York 
City’s Hell’s Kitchen, writer Sean Galuszka takes a 
story that a modern, media-saturated culture can simply 
shrug off and turns into a identifiable, impossible-to-
ignore story about two three-dimensional characters. 

Character studies seem to be a rare breed in American entertainment and I’m glad to see that they are not dead 
altogether. The actors deliver solid performances, which in this intense, character heavy play is a very difficult 
achievement. While they are not perfect by any means, both actors service the play in subtle performances. Mr. 
Galuszka’s unflappably upbeat Jerry was an anchor for the audience set against his uneasy, awkward counterpart. 
Mr. Sams leaves a creepy image in my head of the starved-for-love, mentally uneven misfit. Onlookers are able to 
relate to these characters, even when they don’t want to. 
The film Bellflower has garnered great reviews over the past few months, and I can’t help but draw comparisons 
between Poison Apple and the current genre-mixing movie that is sure to be a future cult classic. It is being praised 
for its ability to blend John Hughes style romance with Tarantino style revenge thrills. And this play seems to do the 
same thing. In essence, it plays out an unsettling situation through a conversational first meeting that borders on 
romantic comedy (in a good way). The genius in this is that when reality is realized it becomes jarring without 
alienating the audience. 
There are definitely some things that can be fleshed out and polished here, but I hesitate to mention them because 
this was a hard one to pull off and they did, in fact, pull it off. As impressive as that is, the acting seemed 
unbalanced at times. There were moments when the actors were too surface-level and therefor the performances 
seemed slightly insecure. There may have been some missed moments. While I commend both the acting and the 
writing, I feel there needed to be some big release somewhere toward the end. There is so much tension built 



throughout, but the actors never fully exploded. Perhaps there could’ve been at least one melodramatic outburst to 
satisfy the need for some sort of vent. 
The minimalistic staging worked because it put pressure on the actors to act. Ten times out of ten, I will take theatre 
that’s rough around the edges over an expensive production of bells and whistles. Give me introspection over fancy 
lights. Give me the grit. Give me the dirt. Give me the bare bones. So many times I’ve seen bloated, overproduced 
substance-less shows, in which I couldn’t care less about any of the characters, and the glitz has no lingering effect 
on my thoughts. This low budget production is the polar opposite. This is indie theatre. I wish all the hipsters were 
into watching plays as much as they were into spending three hundred dollars to go to a watered down Coachella 
music festival. Yet, at the same time, I am glad that there are these pieces of outside art that you have to search for. 
This is one of the most ambitious short plays I’ve ever seen. Though it is not one hundred percent awe-inspiring, it is 
well-worth watching. This whole experience begs the philosophical question, why do plays exist? Why does art 
exist? It is a higher form of communication. You can express so much more in a play than in a conversation. And in 
this world of cellular Internet, conversations are a diminishing commodity. Smart phones are making people dumb. 
And this play is about connections that turn out to be misconnections. Many times while in a relationship, I have 
thought to myself, “This would be perfect, except blah, blah, blah…” It is that one word, “except”, that can really 
kill the mood. And this play puts forth the question of fault. Whose fault is it? This is a question primarily asked in 
the face tragedy and failed relationships. And those are the two elements this cerebral character study cleverly 
combines. It is a timely, poignant portrait of how communication and trust get skewed, and people are taken 
advantage of. 
Poison Apple is performed Fridays and Saturdays at 8pm through August 20, 2011. 
Space 916 is located at 916 Formosa Avenue in Hollywood, 90046, just South of Santa Monica Boulevard. 
Ticket Price: $15 general admission. 
 
POISON APPLE IN LA STAGE TIMES 
http://www.lastagetimes.com/2011/06/connie-chats-15/ 
 
CHAT SPOTLIGHT: Actors are primarily creative interpreters, but every so often — perhaps out of sheer 
frustration — they may become creative decision makers as they write, co-produce and star in a story they believe 
needs to be told. Sean Galuszka premieres his one-act play Poison Apple at the Celebration Theatre during the 
Hollywood Fringe Festival on June 22, directed by co-producer Susan Lambert, prior to an unusual run at secret 
venues through July before it returns to the Celebration in August. Galuszka explains, “We’re doing something 
really cool by starting a text campaign, which includes exclusive details and a pre-show story via texts between the 
characters. You get to hear their dialogue before you come to the show and the storyline leads right up to the 
entrance of one of the characters. Our director is a genius. Also, in July you will have to text the word “poison” to 
41411 in order to get the latest updates and locations.”  In August you can save your cell phone minutes and see 
them at the Celebration Aug. 9-10 and 16-17. 
Galuszka began writing the play during long waits on a film set. “I heard a story about a guy visiting New York that 
was so horrific and incredible I thought it had to be an urban legend. I couldn’t get it out of my mind. To process 
and understand it I began writing in the notes section of my Ipod while sitting in that little trailer for ten hours.” The 
two-character play will co-star Chris Sams, who last appeared with Galuszka in The Boys In The Band at the Coast 
Playhouse. 
And, what savvy techie producer would be without a YouTube video?  Poison Apple info can also be found at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c59DIZ3Yh9Y 
 
 
AUDIENCE REVIEWS FROM HOLLYWOOD FRINGE FESTIVAL SITE: 
http://www.hollywoodfringe.org/projects/604 
 
by David White · June 23, 2011  
Mr. Galuszka’s fully realized one act play Poison Apple premiering at the Hollywood Fringe 
Festival last night, packs a wallop of drama, biting humor, and surprising pathos in its brisk 70 
minutes. Susan Lambert’s deft direction thoughtfully realizes the sexual pas de deux with the 
characters, their attraction to danger and its violent implications. Without giving away the plot, 
Paul, a young, lonely and disconnected New Yorker (Chris Sams) has a random encounter with 
Jerry, a flirtatious, back-packing hipster (Sean Galuszka) in which there are a series of 
miscommunications that lead to a devastating conclusion.  
As Paul, Mr. Sams brings to mind a post –modern Jack Lemmon, cynical and biting one 



moment, and then heart-breaking in his palpable pain. For him, New York City has become a 
welcoming prison, and his small apartment a fussed over prison cell. He wears his rejection of 
contemporary gay life like a thick armor despite his visible attraction to Jerry in a beautifully 
nuanced performance. 
Mr. Galuszka, as Jerry evokes a sexual bravado that is all together intense, funny and sometimes 
frightening. Jerry knows what he wants, and is giddy with the fun of the chase. Watching these 
two characters trying to carry on the simplest of conversations and make some sort of connection 
has the audience volleying in their alliance that all too quickly changes as each character reveals 
their truth. Galuszka’s script brilliantly keeps us uncertain, guessing and even gasping at one 
crucial point. Mr. Sams and Mr. Galuszka sustain such intensity and work beautifully together as 
to have one forget they are actually watching a play. 
While Poison Apple perhaps owes a small debt to such plays as Deathtrap, Extremities, or even 
Birdbath, it solidly stands on its own. The performance I attended at the Celebration Theater took 
place in the smaller rehearsal room, which tended to add to its intimacy, though made for a rather 
warm space. Theater is not only alive and well in Hollywood, buy I dare say with Poison Apple, 
relevant. 
 
Poison Apple at The Celebration Theatre 
by Marcus Kaye 

Any show that starts with a 
creepy, slowed down version of 
“Someday My Prince Will Come” 
has my attention from the get-go, 
and therefore I was remarkable 
attentive to Poison Apple by Sean 
Galuszka. The play, billed as a 
“sexy, psycho-thriller,” tells the 
horrifyingly true tale of Paul 
(Chris Sams), a type-A homebody 
and Jerry (Sean Galuszka), a 
rugged and mysterious friend of 
Paul’s roommate who forced his 
way into the apartment. Neither is 

exactly as they seem, however, and what follows can only be described as sexual and thrilling; a 
Hitchcockian game of cat and mouse with a Grimm twist. 
The script is expertly written, keeping the pace brisk and the conversation flowing. Nothing feels 
forced, which is credit to both the writing and the fine acting work done by Sams and Galuszka. 
Sams’s emotional instability is fascinating to watch and Galuszka perfectly walks the fine line 
between being loveable and being dangerous, at times capturing both with a single glance. 
Direction by Susan Lambert is top notch, keeping the audience on the edge of their seat 
throughout. Lighting Design, also by Lambert, and costumes by Andrae Gonzalo are natural and 
keep with the realistic nature of the story unfolding. 
And the ending, well, the ending you’ll need to see to believe. 
Poison Apple played June 22 at 8pm and 10pm. 
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Sean Galuszka 
Getting Personal 
The Fringe actor 
August 10, 2012 
By: Will Pulos	  

 

 
 
Sean Galuszka, the out writer and star of the New York International Fringe Festival’s Poison 
Apple, says he set out to write a show that he would want to watch. “The audience is the star. 
They deserve the best treatment. I wrote Poison Apple to be the kind of play I wanted to see 
performed. I wanted something juicy. Something plump and red.” 
 
The one-act thriller focuses on two strangers forced into a deadly situation. He initially wrote the 
script in the notes section of this iPod touch. From there, it went on to be included in the 
Hollywood Fringe Festival before coming back home. 
 
Galuska says he plans to do more than just perform over the next few weeks. “On my down time, 
I’ll be sitting in the audiences.” 

 
Choose one in each grouping: 
Theater City: New York, LA, London, Chicago 
Uh oh. I’m in trouble with this one. London, kids. That scene rocks! 
  
Summer Shoes: Loafers, Boat Shoes, Sandals, Espadrilles 
I do not understand the question. Sneakers? 
 
Short answer: 



If you were on death row, what would your last meal be? 
A Snickers bar and a Coca-Cola 
What trend do you wish would die? 
Capri pants for men. And flip flops on anyone not within walking distance of a beach or pool. 
If you could change one thing about New York, what would it be? 
What? Why? Weird… 
What is the most played song on your iPod right now? 
Any Lucinda Williams. I’m in a country summer mood. 
If your apartment were on fire, what three things would you save? 
My partner of 17 years, the amazing Robert L. Williams, my inherited 1973 Yamaha Acoustic guitar, and, well, 
there’s nothing else on those levels of importance. 
What did you want to be when you grew up? 
Dracula.  No, I won’t explain. 
What’s in your fridge? 
Lots of leftovers 
If you could perform with anyone living or dead who would it be? 
David Bowie 
What is your favorite way to stay cool in the summer? 
Swimming in a river! 
What is your favorite movie and book of all time? 
Carrie, because it is everyone’s secret deep down fantasy to wreak havoc on their high school enemies! And as 
corny as it sounds, The Four Agreements, because I need a minute-to-minute reminder about how to behave. 
Do you have any unexpected hobbies? 
I still go rollerblading on the beach. It’s very 90’s… 
	  
	  
 



POISON APPLE IN HUFFINGTON POST 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tony-bartolone/poison-apple-play_b_1065366.html 
 

 

 



 
 
 
LA	  STAGE	  TIMES	  
http://www.lastagetimes.com/2011/10/la-‐stage-‐insider-‐36/	  
	  
2011	  Hollywood	  Fringe	  Festival	  hit,	  Poison	  Apple,	  scripted	  by	  Sean	  Galuska,	  helmed	  by	  
Susan	  Lambert,	  has	  opted	  to	  be	  site-‐specific	  for	  its	  one-‐night-‐only	  encore.	  Featuring	  
Galuska	  and	  thesp	  Chris	  Sams,	  the	  “psycho-‐sexy,	  tragic	  love	  story,”	  set	  in	  a	  New	  York	  City	  
Loft,	  is	  being	  staged	  in	  a	  downtown	  LA	  loft	  space,	  Oct.	  22…	  
	  


